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Summary. - 1. The philosophical justification of  Einstein's conception of  distant s imultanei ty  
as =conventional depends on two cardinal physical assumptions which are staled. 
Awareness of  these two assumption, s poses the following historical problem: On what  
grounds did E~NSTEr~ feel entitled to make them in 19057 In  an endeavor to answer 
this question, the contrib~ttion of experimental results to Einslein 's  postulational 
achievement in  the Special Theory of  Relat ivi ty  (~RT~) is examined. As a consequenee~ 
the author rejects (~) ~[. POLA~YI'S recent citation of the history of  R T  as evidence 
against anoempiricist account of  scientific knowledge, and (ii) G. X-IOLTO~'S assessment 
of  the relevance of  knowledge o f  the history of  J~T to the philosophical mastery of  its 
logical foundations. 

2. An analysis of the KEN~,~EDY-TrtOR~DH;E experiment is used to provide a refutation 
of the widespread belie{ that the aether-theoretic ~ORENTZ-FITZGERALD contraction 
hypothesis was ad hoc in the logical sense. A distinction is drawn between a logical 
and a psychological sense in  which an auxi l iary  hypothesis can be ad hoc. 

3. E. 7T. ~?~Tt:[ITTAKER'S disparaging estimate of  EINSTEIN'S contributions to R T  
v i s -  d~- vis those of  LORENTZ and POI~eARE is shown to rest on fundamental  philo- 
sophical mistenderstandings o{ EINSTEIN'S conception of  the LORENTZ transformations. 
t-IOLTO~'S maxim for the study of  the history of  R T  is the~ tested in  the light of  his 
evaluation of WI-IITTAKER'S belittlement of  EI~STEII~'S role. 

§ 1. In t roduc t ion  

Despite the vast l i terature  on the special theory of relat ivi ty (hereafter 
denoted by <(RT>>), some of the most fundamenta l  and tantalizing questions 
which can be raised in regard to its genesis are unanswered at the present 
time. And such answers as have been given to some of them are beset by 
serious and puzzling contradictions. 

An account of the genesis of a theory can indeed serve as a propae- 
deutic to the analysis  of its iogical foundations. But in the case of RT, 
what is known so far about its h i s t o r y  has failed signally to contribute to 
the clarif icat ion of the more subtle questions concerning its e p i s t e m o l o g i c a l  

basis. On the other hand, serious h i s t o r i c a l  blunders  in regard to the 
respective contributions to RT by LORENTZ~ FITZGERALD~ POI~CARI~ LAI~OR 
and EI~S~EII, T have been committed because of the failure to achieve 
adequate p h i l o s o p h i o a l  mastery  of the logical foundations of the theory. 
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The major objective of this essay is to deal with some important  issues 
in the his tory and philosophy of RT which have been neglected or misun- 
derstood, and to show that a correct  philosophical comprehension of the 
ful ly-evolved Lheory i s  decisively prerequisi te  to the following two under.  
takings:  (1) the very  posing of well-conceived,  searChing historical 
questions in regard to RT, and (2) the achievement  of a historical ly sound 
assessment of the respective contributions made to the theory by LOnENTZ, 
FITZC~ERALD, POII~CAR~ LARMOR~ and EINSTEIN. 

In  part icular ,  I shall deal with three main topics as follows: (i) 
EINSTEIN'S grounds in 1905 for making the two cardinal  physical  assump. 
lions which are the basis for his philosophical doctrine that the 
s imultanei ty  of two spatially-separated events is conventional, and the 
epistemological moral of his postulational achievement  of 1905 in RT, (it) 
The f a l l a c y  under ly ing the widespread citation of the history of RT as 
author i ty  for the demonstrably  false claim that ~he aether  lheoretic LORENTZ- 
FITZGERALD contract ion hypothesis as such was ad hoc in ~he logical sense, 
and the support lent by the his tory of RT to the quite different  conclusion 
that the espousal of the contract ion hypothesis by LORENTZ and the other  
ae ther- theore t ic ians  was ad hoc in the psychological sense, (iii) The roie 
of f tmdamental  philosophical misunders tandings  of EINSTEIN'S conception 
of the LOREN~Z transformations in Conferring plausibil i ty on the historical 
error  committed by E. T. WHITTAKER'S disparaging est imate of E~NST~nN'S 
contributions to RT. 

The discussion to be given of these topics will also yield a critical 
appraisal of recent  claims by ~J[. POLANYI (~) concerning the alleged 
epislemological import  of the history of RT and by G. HOLTON (~) regarding 
the purported scope of the relevance of the history of science (RT) to the 
philosophy of science (RT). Specifically, pointing to the his tory of RT, 
POLAN¥I indicts almost all contemporary  philosophy of science for having 
adduced the non-exis tence  of adequate rules for making discoveries as a 
just if icat ion for systematical ly omitt ing the actual  historical  process of 
discovery from the account  of the scientific method (~). And HOLTON 
makes the sweeping assert ion that , i t  is through the dispassionate 

(J) M. POLANY~, Pe~'sonal Kn, o~vledge (hereafter cited under the abbreviation "PK');  
Chicago, I958, pp. 9-15, and "l~otes on Professor GR~BAU~/S Observations,, in: 
Current Issues in the Philosophy of Science (ed by H. FEIGL and G. ~[AXWELL), ~ew 
York~ 1961, pp. 53-55 (hereafter cited under the abbreviation " l~otes etc."). 

(~) CT. HOLTO~ "On the Origins of the Special Theory of Relativity", A~nerican 
Jou~waal of Physics, 28~ 627 (1960). 

(s) ~ .  PO~ANvI, PK, pp. 13-t4. 
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examim~tion of his tor ical ly  valid cases that we can best become aware of 
the preconcept ions which underl ie  all philosophical  s tudy (4). 

§2. H i s to ry  and Epistemological  Moral of  Two of  Eins te in ' s  Assumptions 
of  1905 in RT. 

What  specific problems still need to be solved by  the contemporary  
historian of RT in order that his results might serve as a propaedeut ic  to 
a pure ly  philosophical investigation such as H. Re ichenbach ' s  Axiomat ik  
der relativistischen Raum-Ze i t -Lehre  (~)? 

Pr ior  to dealing with this important  question, we note br ief ly  the gains 
which can accrue to the philosopher of science either logically or 
psychological ly [rom the historical inqui ry  into the role of  experiment, for 
example, in the genesis of RT. A philosophical investigation such as the 
aforementioned one by RErCHENBACR aims to exhibit  the logical foundations 
of the ful l - [ ledged theory, thereby permit t ing an assessment  of the 
experimental warrant  which ca~ be claimed for it at any given time. 
This objective is achieved by the provision of an epistemologically 
i l luminating, as distinct from a merely  mathemat ica l ly  resplendent  axioma- 
tization. By uncovering for us the extent  of the experimental  support  which 
RT was able to command in 1905 as contrasted with some later time, 
historical  s tudy can acquaint  us with the erstwhile epistemological basis of 
the theory. And, as HOT,TO~ has emphasized, historical  inquiry can also 
disclose the vicissi tudes in EI~STEr~'S own philosophical orientation, thereby 
explaining why  the advocates of contending schools of philosophic thought 
can each <<find some part of EINSTEIN'S work  to nail to his mast as a 
batt le flag against  the others>> (6). T h u s ,  historical  knowledge may 
facili tate the task of carrying out philosophical analysis of the theory. 
But  even if th~s ascription of logical merit  to genetic s tudy could not be 
sustained, it would seem that psychological ly few students  of 1he philoso- 
phical  foundations of the RT could long repress an insistent,  gnawing 
curiosi ty about  the reasoning by  which its creator  was able to arrive at it. 
Nor would many of them be immune to the fascinat ion of tracing EInSTEIn'S 
actual  reasoning, since such s tudy would afford glimpses of the creative 
operation of man ' s  soa r ing  scientific imagination at its best. 

If the his tory of RT is to serve as a propaedeut ic  to ~he student  of 
that theory ' s  epistemological  foundations,  then the following key problem 
beckons detailed investigation by the h is tor ians :  what  considerations 

(4) G. ttOLTON, op. cir. p. 636. 
(5) :Braunschweig, 1924. 
(6) G. ]~OLTON, Op. cir., p. 632. 
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prompted EI~STEI~¢ to make the two physical  assumptions which are at the 
root of his philosophical doctrine of the conventionalily of the s imultanei ty  
of spat ia l ly-separated events? This doctrine is set forth very concisely in § 1 
of his 1905 paper, which is entit led << Definition of Simultaneity>>. There 
he writes:  ((We have not defined a common ~time)> for [the spatial ly-  
separated points] A and B, for the lat ter  cannot be defined at all unless 
we establish by definition that the <<time)> required by light to travel from 
A to B equals the <<time~> it requires  to travel from B to A ~> (7). 

The two physical assumptions on which this conception of s imultanei ty 
rests are the following: 

(i) within the class of physical  events, material  clocks do not define 
relations of absolute simultaneity under  transport, because the relations of 
s imultanei ty ,  which are defiued by transported clocks do depend on the 
par t icu lar  clock that is used, in the following sense: if two clocks U~ and 
U2 are ini t ial ly synchronized at the same place A and then transported 
via paths of different lengths to a different  place B such that their  arrivals 
at B coincide, then U~ and U2 will no longer be synchronized a~ B. And 
i f  U~ and U2 were brought to B via the same path (or via different  
paths which are of equal length) such that their arrivals do not coincide, 
then their  initial synchronization would likewise be destroyed. Thus, 
depending upon which one of the discordant clocks would serve as the 
standard, a given pair  of events at A and B would or would not be held  
to be simultaneous.  Hence,  this dependence on the par t icular  clock used 
prevents t ransported clocks from defining relations of absolute s imultanei ty 
within the class of physical events. 

(it) light is the fastest signal in vacuo (s) in the following topological 
sense: no kind of causal  chain (moving particles, radiation) emitted in 
vavuo at a given point A together  with a light pulse can reach any other 
point B earlier,  as judged  by a local clock at B which merely orders events 
there in a met r ica l ly-arb i t ra ry  fashion, than this light pulse. 

We note that our very awareness  of the fundamenta l  historical 
problem we have just  posed depends upon a prior philosophical under- 
s tanding of EINS~Env's conception of simultaneity.  

As will present ly be evident, EI~ISTEIN himself  gives us tantalizingly 

(7) The Principle of Relativity, a collection of original memoirs, annotated by A. 
SOI~IbIERFELD,~ Dover Publications, New York, t952, p. t0; italics in the original. This 
collection will be cited hereafter as ~,PR ~. 

(s) An account of Ythe reason for the qualification in vacate can be found in I.E. TA~M, 
"Radiation of Particles with Speeds Greater than that of Light" American Scientist 47 
169 (1959), and "@eneral Characteristics of ~TAyILOV-CHEREi'TKOV Radiation, r, Science 181~ 
206 (lo6o). 
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incomplete explicit  information concerning the grounds for his original confi- 
dence in his intuit ion that assumption (it) is true. But  even if we did possess 
full clari ty on that score, we still confront the same quest ion in regard to 
assumption (i) and are compelled to try to answer it with even less 
assistance from EI~CSTEIN himself,  as we shall see. 

The importance of unders tanding the grounds on which EINSTEIN 
thought he could safely make asshmption (i) can b e  gauged by  the following 
basic fact:  if, in accord with NF, WTON~:~¢ conceptions, assumption (i) had 
been thought to be false, then the belief in the truth of (it) alone would 
not have warranted  the abandonment  of the received NEW~O~IA~ doctrine 
of absolute simultaneity.  And, in that eventuali ty,  the members  of the 
scientific communi ty  to whom EINSTEIN addressed his paper  of 1905 would 
have been fully entitled to reject his conventionalist conception of one-way  
transit  t imes and velocities. But  the denial of absolute s imul tanei ty  by the 
la t ter  conception is crucial for his principle of the constancy of the speed 
of light, as is evident from his s tatement  of this principle in § 2 of his 
1905 paper  (9). The indispensabi l i ty  of assumption (i) for EI~cS~EI~'S 
conception of s imultanei ty  is fur ther  apparent  from the fact that a 
NEWTO~CIA~¢ physicist  quite na tura l ly  regards not signal connectibi l i ty but  
the readings of sui tably t ransported clocks as the fundamental  indicators 
of temporal  o r d e r .  The NEWTO~IA~¢ recognizes, of course, that the truth 
of (it) compels such fa r - reaching  revisions in his theoretical  edifice as the 
repudiat ion of his second law of motion, which allows part icles to attain 
arbi t rar i ly  high velocities through accelerat ions of appropria te  durations. 
But  he Stoutly and rightly maintains that i f  (i) is false, absolute simulta- 
neity remains  intact, unencumbered  by the truth of (it). 

Specif ical ly  what  does EINSTEIN himself  tell us about his original 
grounds for assuming the truth of (ii)? At this point, it is essential to quote 
him in extenso. He wri tes  (~o): 

<<By and by I despaired of the possibil i ty of discovering the true laws 
by  means of construct ive efforts based on known facts. The longer and 
the more despair ingly I tried, the more I came to the conviction that only 
the discovery of a universal  formal principle could lead us to assured 
results.  The example I saw before me was thermodynamics.  The general 

(9) Specifically, Einstein emphasizes in §2 that if the one-way velocity of light is 
also to have the numerical value c, then ,time interval is to be taken in the sense of the 
definition [of simultaneity] in § 1,,. For details on the logical relations relevant here, cf. 
A. @RUNBAUM, <,Logical and Philosophical Foundations of the Special Theory of Re]ativity~, 
in: A. Dante and S. Morgenbesser (editors) PhilosopSy of Science, ~%w York, 1960, 
pp. 401-4:16. Hereafter this essay will be cited under the abbreviation <,LFR,,. 

(to) A. EIbTSTEIN, ~Autobiographical :Notes,,, in P.A. Schlipp (editor), Albert Einstein: 
Philosopher-Scientist, Evanston~ 194:9, p. 53, 
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principle was there given in the theorem: the laws of nature  are such 
that it is impossible to construct  a pe~Tetuum mobile (of the first and 
second kind). How, then could such a universal  principle be found? After 
ten years  of reflection such a principle resulted from a paradox upon 
which I had al ready hit at the age of s ixteen:  If  I pursue  a beam of 
light with a veloci ty c (velocity of light in u vacuum), I should observe such 
a beam of light as a spat ial ly oscil latory electromagnet ic  field at rest. 
However ,  there seems to be no such thing, whether  .on the basis of expe- 
r ience or according to ~]~AX:W:ELL~S equations.  F~'om t h e  very  beginning 
it appeared to me intuit ively clear that, judged  from the standpoint  of such 
an observer, everything would have to happen  according to the same laws 
as for an observer  who, relative to the earth, was at rest. For  how, 
otherwise, should the first observer know, i. e., be able to determine, that 
he is in a state of fast uniform motion? 

One sees that in this paradox the germ of the special  relat ivi ty theory 
is a l ready contained. Today everyone knows, of conrse~ that all a t tempts  to 
clar i fy this paradox sutisfacto~:ily were condemned to failure as long as the 
axiom of the absolute character  of time, viz., of simultaneity,  unrecognizedly 
was anchored in the unconscious. Clearly to recognize th~s axiom and its 
arbi t rary  character  real ly implies already the solution of the problem. The 
type of critical re~soning which was required for the discovery of this 
central  point was decisively furthered, in my case, especial ly by the reading 
of FAVID HU:~][E'S and ER~S~ MAC~'S philosophical writ ings >~. 

We see that EINSTEIN gives essential ly three reasons for his original 
belief in assumption (it), noting that, like two of the laws of thermo- 
dynamics,  this assumption is a <<principle of impotence >), to use E . T .  
WttlTTAKER'S locution (~). ~EI~STEIN'S seeming ly  distinct three reasons are 
the following: (1) <<on the basis of experience)),  there are no (~ s tat ionary >> 
light waves, (2 )Nei ther  are there any such phenomena on the basis of 
I)/[AXWELL'S equations, and (3) At the very beginning, there was intuitive 
c lar i ty  that preferred inertial  systems do not exist, the laws of physics, 
including those of light propagation, being the same in all of them. These 
three reasons invite the following corresponding three comments. 

1. The failure of our exper ience to have disclosed the existence of 
s ta t ionary light waves  is not, of course, presumptive of their non-exis tence,  
unless that exper ience included the c i rcumstances  requisi te to our observation 
of such waves if they do exist. Wha t  could such c i rcumstances  be?  Suppose 
it ~vere physical ly possible for a star to recede from the earth at the 
speed c of light. Assuming that there actual ly  is such a star, postulate  

(if) Cf. E.T. ~HITThKER, FrO~t$ EUClid to Eddington, Cambridge, 1949, §25, pp. 58-60. 
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further  that the speed of the light emitted by  the star in the direction of 
the earth is c relat ively to the star, the l igh t ' s  speed relat ively to the 
earth being given by the Galilean-h¥wlonian velocity addition and hence 
being zero. Then the earlh would maintain a constant distance from the 
light wave. And if there were a way  for us to register  the presence of that 
s tat ionary ligh~ wave, then we could have evidence of its existence. Mutalis  
mutandis,  a light source in the laboratory  moving at the velocity c might 
have produced the same kind of phenomenon. 

Perhaps  EINSTEI~ envisaged these kinds of conditions as situations in 
which our experience ought to have disclosed the existence of s tat ionary 
light waves. 

If so, one wonders,  however,  how much weight he actual ly  at tached to 
this observat ional  argument  on behalf  of assumption (ii). For  he was 
undoubtedly  cognizant of the cont ingency of the conditions governing the 
observable occurrence of the phenomenon in question. In part icular,  it 
should be noted that EINSTEIn'S mention of ~the basis of experience>> in 
this context cannot be ~ssumed to be referr ing to the 1902-1906 exper i -  
ments by KAUF)~XN~ and others on the deflection of electrons (~-rays) in 
electric and magnetic fields. For if we suppose him to have been famil iar  
with these experiments,  they must have left him in a quandary  precisely 
in regard to the truth of assumption (ii): while yielding a mass variat ion 
with velocity incompatible with NEWTO~IAN dynamics,  the results  of these 
exper iments  were unable to rule out the formulae of Abraham's  dynamics,  
which allowed particle velocities exceeding the velocity of light in vacuo (~2). 

John S~AC~EL h a s  made the interest ing suggestion that the clue to 
EINSTEIN'S reference to ((the basis of exper ience >> may be found in his 
commentary  on the significance of the results  of FIZEAU'S experiments  on 
the velocity of light in moving liquids. Wri t ing  concerning the empirical  
formula codifying FIZEAV~S results, EINStEIn" says (~): (<From the stated 
formula, one can make the interest ing deduction that a liquid which does 
not refract  light at all (n - - l )  would not affect the propagat ion ,of light 
with respect  to it even if the l iquid is moving)>. 

2. Can stat ionary light waves  be regarded as ruled out by ~IAXWELL'S 
equations, if one does not a l ready accept the principle of relativity, which 
guarantees  the vahdi ty  of the usual  form of MAXWELL'S equat ions in all 
inertial  systems? In  other words, can the second of EInSTEIn'S avowed 
reasons for his dismissal of the possibil i ty of s tat ionary light waves  be 

(to) For details, el. M. yon LAuB, Die RelativitC~tsthe'orie, Branschweig, 1952, vol. I., 
pp. 26-27. 

(i.~) ,~Die Relatlvit~ttstheorie • in" Physik, edited by E. ~rARBURG, Leipzig, t915 p. 704:. 
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regarded as other than a logical consequence of the third? Clearly, if 
MAXWELL'S equations are coupled with the principle of relativity, then 
these equations indeed rule out s tat ionary light waves in every inertial  
system. But  since £~/~AXWELL~S equations are not covariant  under  Galilean 
transformations,  it is far from clear that s tat ionary light waves  are 
precluded by the form assumed by the equat ions in an inertial  system S 
moving with the velocity c relat ively to the p r imary  (aether) frame K and 
having coordinates which are related by the Galilean t ransformations to 
those of the K - s y s t e m .  Since EIbTSTEI• does not mention the ((Galilean 
transform T> of ):[A:X:WELL~S equations, it would seem that the only reason 
why  he felt jus t i f ied  in regarding ~/IAXWELL'S equations as support  for 
his repudiat ion of s tat ionary light waves was that he had a l ready assumed 
the principle of relat ivi ty on intuit ive grounds. 

3. In view of the presumably  fl imsy character  of the appeal  to 
experience and of the redundancy  of (2) with (3) among the reasons  
given by EINSTEIN, We are pret ty  m u c h  left with his intuitive confidence 
in the principle of relat ivi ty as the basis for his assumption of (ii). 

We must emphat ical ly  reject t h e  historical  corollary of the not 
uncommon but  altogether erroneous belief that the assertion of the limiting 
character  of the velocity of light in vacuo depends on the relativistic 
velocity addition laws for its deduction. The following are compelling 
reasons for the falsi ty  of  this belief and hence of its historical  corollary 
that EINSTEIN arrived at assumption (ii) only after deducing the formulae 
for the composition of velocities. 

He  ~ deduced the velocity addition laws in § 5 of his 1905 paper  via the 
mediat ion of the ]~ORENTZ transformations from the two basic principles 
of his § 2, i . e . ,  from the principle of r e l a t iv i ty  and the principle of the 
constancy of the speed of light. Now, the lat ter  principle presupposes,  as 
he notes pointedly at the start of §2~ that the one-way  t rans i t - t ime 
ingredient  in the one-way velocity of light is based on the definition of 
s imultanei ty  given in his § 1. Since the deduction of the velocity addition 
laws thus presupposes  the denial of absolute simultaneity,  it c learly 
presupposes  as one of its premisses the limiting character  of the velocity 
of light in vacuo. Furthermore ,  the relativistic formulae for the composit ion 
of velocities show only that i f  each of the ve loc i t ies  to be added does 
not exceed c, then the addition of them will not result  in a velocity 
greater  than c; these formulae do not themselves show that velocities 
greater  than c are physical ly  impossible, as is inferred fal laciously by 
E.T.. WHITTAKER in the following statement by him (~): ((We see that any 

(i4) E. T. WH~TTA~=ER, A History of the Theories of Aether and Electricity, col 2~ 
Lendon, 1953~ p. 38. WgITTAKER'S error is also committed in R.C. TOLMAN'S Relativity~ 
Thermodynamics and Cosmology (Oxford, 1934:), p. 26. 
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velocity compounded with c gives as the resultant c over again, and therefore 
[sic!] that no velocity can exceed the velocity of light)>. That W~I~A]~]~ ' s  
inference of the impossibility of velocities in excess of the speed c of light 
from the velocity addition laws is indeed a non-sequitur becomes further 
apparent from the following considerations. If an object has components of 
velocity u'~, u'u, and u'~ in an inertial system K' moving with the 
velocity v along the positive x-axis of another inertial system K, then 
the corresponding components of velocity ux,  u u and u~, in K are:  

! 

U x 2 i  - V 

u ~ -  1 + u'~v/e ~' 

u'yV I - v~/c ~ 
U, --  1-~- u'xv/c 2 ' 

u'~ V I - -  v V c  ~ 

uz  ~-- 1 - ~  u x v /  ," ~ C  2 

Whatever may be the components of velocity in one system at a given 
time, these transformation equations relate them to the corresponding 
components in the  other system. This is showl~ b y  the behavior of the 
function u ~ - - f ( u ~ ,  v) for values of the independent variable u~ which 
exceed c, values whose exclusion from the range of u~ clearly requires 
grounds other than the above velocity transformations. Thus, if u ~ =  2c 
while v ~--e/2, then U x - - 5 c / 4 .  And the super-c values of the component 
velocities which are allowed by the velocity addition laws are, in fact, 
likewise allowed by the special theory of relativity as a whole provided that 
these velocities pertain to propagations in which no causal influence, energy 
or matter are transmitted at super-e speeds. It is immaterial  that the 
above equations for the components u u and uz do rule out that the 
system K'  have a relative velocity v in excess of c. For this result does 
not preclude that accelerating objects have time-dependent super-c compo- 
nent velocities in K'. 

We are now in a position to make a conjecture as to EINStEin'S 
grounds for assumption (i). We recall that (i) asserts that within the class 
of events, material clocks do not define relations of absolute simultaneity 
under transport. As EI~STEI~ states explicitly both in our citation from 
his intellectual autobiography and in his formulation of the principle of 
the constancy of the speed of light in § 2 of the 1905 paper, the absolu. 
tistic conception of  simultaneity was the GOnDIA~¢ knot obstructing the 
resolution of his boyhood paradox, i .e. ,  the reconciliation of the two 
basic principles of his §2. But, assumption (i) was required no less 

Annali di Matematiea 
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than (ii) for the denial of absolute s imultanei ty  I Hence his confidence in (i) 
must be presumed to have derived from his belief in the correctness of 
both of the two principles in his §2. One wonders in this connection what  
role, if any, was played in the development of EINStEIn'S reflections on 
s imultanei ty  b y  POINCAR]~'S obscurely conventionalist  t reatment  of simul. 
fanci ly in his paper  (~La Mesure du Temps)), publL-hed in 1898 in vol. 6 
of the Revue de Mdtaphysi~ue et de Morale, pp. 1-13. 

Would it be safe to conclude from EINSTEIn'S autobiographical 
s tatement that actual  exper imental  results bearing on the velocity of light 
in  vacuo and on its status as a limiting ~elocity in fact played no role 
at all when he groped his way to an espousal of the principle of relat ivi ty? 
If so, there would be the following serious quest ion:  can the lhcoretical  
guesses of an EINSTEIN be regarded to have been genuinely  more 
educated, as opposed to jus t  more lucky, than the abortive phantasies of 
those quixotic scientific thinkers whose names have sunk into oblivion 
and whose subjective confidence in having made a bona fide discovery was 
no less p a s s i o n a t e  than was EINSTEIn'S? This important  question, which 
I raised in an earl ier  publication (~5), was not answered b u t m e r e l y  evaded 
by M. POLAN¥I, who-on the strength of  the widsom of a half  cen tury  
of hindsight ! -offers  the following pelitio principi i  in crit icism of me :  
<<Dr. GRUNBAUlVI ... seems repeatedly to express the view that EINSTEIN 
had no 'suff ic ient  reason to adopt the fundamenta l  assumptions of relativity 
when he in fact did so. But he [GauNBAUM ] is more puzzled by this than 
I am, for he does not allow for the unspecifiable clues which just i f iably 
[sic] guided EINSTEIN'S formulat ion )) (~). But this declarat ion immediately  
prompts the fur ther  question of just  how POLANYI' S account i l luminates the 
epistemologieal (methodological) at tr ibutes of a bona fide scientific discovery 
as opposed to those of a plausible and cherished but abortive speculation, 
while maintaining,  as he does, both the fallibili ty and the unspecifiability of the 
clues on which scientific theorists rely. Flying the banner  of unspeeifiabili ty of 
clues while heaping scorn on the demand for adequate e m p i r i c a l s u p p o r t  
of knowledge claims in physics does not absolve POLANYI from the necessi ty 
of answering this fur ther  question. For  example, what  besides his present, 
inherent ly  ex p o s t  facto possession of the wiudom of hindsi2ht enables 
POLANYI'S unspecifiabil i ty thesis to discriminate in regard to methodological 
just i f iabi l i ty  between the following two hypotheses at the time of their  
initial enuncia t ion:  (i) EINSeJ~IN'S assumption that the velocity of light 
is independent  of the velocity of the emitting source, which has sub- 

(~5) Gf. A., GRUNB&UM, The Genesis of the Special Theory of Relativity, in: Current 
Issues in the IJhilosophy of Science, (ed..Feigl & l~axwel]), op. cir., p. ~9. 

(16) l~ POLANYI, • l~otes etc.*, pp. 5~-55. 
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sequently turned out to be successful (H. DI~GLE'S allegations to the 
contrary notwithstanding) (1~), (it) RITZ's contrary hypothesis, which, 
to the profound disappointment and chagrin of his followers, turned 
out to be unsuccessful after his death in 1909 ? If POLANYI'S answer were 
to be that each of these contrary hypotheses was indeed methodologically 
justified in the context of its own set of unspecifiable but fallible clues, 
then his account altogether loses its relevance to its avowed subject. For it 
then throws no light whatever on the epistemology of scientific discovery 
as distinct from the psychology of imaginative but pathetically abortive 
speculation. The conclusion seems inescapable thai if POLA~YI is at all to 
avoid the well-known aprioristic pitfalls of classical rationalism, his 
conception of the logic of scientific discovery compels him to seek refuge 
in the unspeeifiability of clues as an asylum ignorantiae. And his answer 
to my question as to what, besides good fortune, does distinguish metho. 
dologically between scientific discoveries of genius and brilliant flights 
of scientific fantasy merely baptizes the difficulty which I raised and gives 
it the name << unspecifiability)>. 

But is it true that actual experiments on the velocity of ligh~ such 
as the ~IGHELSO~-)/~ORLEY-experiment did not play any genetic role in 
RT? E.T. BELL, writing before the publication of EINSTEIN'S (~Autobio- 
graphical Notes)>, and referring to the influence of the lVIICHELSON-MORLEY 
experiment on EInSTEIn, claims that (<he has stated explicitly that he 
knew of neither the experiment nor its outcome when he had already 
convinced himself that the special theory was valid)> (~s). And M. POLANYI 
reports (~9) that EINSTEI~ had authorized him in 1954 to publish the 
statement that ((the ),~ICHELSON-)/[ORLEY experiment had a negligible 
effect on the discovery of relativity>>. 

Yet if both of the reasons for RT adduced by EI~s~]~IN in the 
Introduction to his 1905 paper were among the factors which had prompted 
his initial espousal of RT, the consonance of the foregoing claims by BELL 
and POLA~YI with EINSTEIN'S own text there is quite problematic. For in 
that D~trodudion, EINSTEIn cites the following two considerations as 
suggesting <<that the phenomena of electrodynamics as well as of mechanics 
possess no properties corresponding to the idea of absolute rest)> (~o): (1) 
the lack of symmetry in the classical electrodynamic treatment of a current- 

(17) Cf. A. GRUN]~AU~, ~Professor DINGLE on Falsifiability: A Second Rejoinder,, 
British Jour~al for the Philosophy of Science, vol. 12, August, 1961; pp. 153-156. 

(is) t]. T. BELL, The Development of Mathematics, New York, 1945, p. 910. 
(~9) M. PoLA~YI, op. cir., pp. 10-11. 
(~o) PR, p. 37; italics are mine. 
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carrying wire moving relat ively to a magnet  at rest, on the one hand, 
and of a magnet  moving relat ively to such a wire at rest, on the other, 
(2) ~, the unsuccessful attempts to discover any motion of  the earth relatively 
to the (<light medium)> [aether]>>. Unless they provide some other consistent 
explanat ion for the presence of the latter statement  in EINSTEIn'S text 
of 1905, it is surely  incumbent  upon all those historians of RT who deny 
the inspirat ional  role of the !~/~IC~EL~ON-!I/[ORLE¥ experiments  to tell us 
specifically what other ~ unsuccessful  attemps to discover any motion of the earth 
relat ively to the " l ight  medium')> EinsT]~in had in mind here. And it was 
likewise incumbent  upon HoLTon to tell us how he reconciles this explicit  
re ference  to experiments,  whose identi ty was presumably  clear to EINSTEIN'S 
public in 1905. with the following claims (~): EINSTEIN'S paper  ~begins 
with the s tatement  of formal asymmetr ies  or other incongruit ies  of a 
predominant ly  esthetic na ture  (rather than, for example, a puzzle posed by 
unexpla ined exper imental  facts)~, [p. 629] and ((The [1905 RT] paper does 
not invoke explici t ly any of the several wel l -known experimental  diffi. 
culties)> [p. 630]. This obligation to take cognizance of the second consi- 
derat ion in the Introduction to the 1905 paper should also have been 
shouldered by the mature  reminiscing EINSTEIN himself  when authorizing 
the s tatement  given by POLA~¥I. 

All the more so, since, as early as 1915, EINSTEIN himself  gave the 
following historical account  in his contribution <(Die Relativitatstheorie)> 
to the volume Physik  (~) ((It is ha rd ly  possible to form an independent  
judgment  of the just i f icat ion of the theory of relativity, if one does not 
have some acquain tance  with the experiences and thought processes which 
preceded it. Hence  these will need to be discussed first. [p. 703] ... The 
successes of the LORENTZIAN theory were so significant that the physicists 
would have abandoned t h e  principle of relat ivi ty without qualms, had it 
not been for the availabili ty of an important  exper imental  result,  ..., namely  
MICKELSO~'S exper iment  ~>. [p. 706] It is quite unfor tunate  that the serious 
pr ima  facie discrepancies between EINStEIn'S test imony of 1905 and 1915, 
on the one hand, and of 1954 (as t ransmit ted to POLAn¥I via Dr. N. 
BALAZS), on the other, did not restrain POLANYI from making the following 
assertion or at least induce him to modify i t :  c W h e n  EINS~EI:~ 
discovered rat ional i ty in nature, unaided by any observation that had 
not been available for at least f if ty years  before, our positivistic textbooks 
promptly  covered up the scandal by an appropriately embellished account 

(2t) ~tOLTObl, 0p. cir., p. 629 and p. 630. 
(~) Op. cir., pp. 703 and 706. 
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of his discovery>>, i .e. ,  by falsely portraying relativity ,,as a theoretical 
response to the MICRELSO~-MORLEY experiment  >> (58). 

Conceivably our historical conundrum is resolved by Professor HENleY 
S. FRANK'S suggestion that when writ ing his RT paper for the scientific 
public of 1905, EINSTEIN deemed it appropriate to appeal also to the 
failure of the aether theory in the MICHELSON-~g[ORLEY experiments as 
a justification of RT, even though that failure had genetically not been 
a reason for his own initial confidence in RT. But this suggestion leaves 
us just  as ptlzzled concerning the logical, as distinct from psychological 
grounds which would then originally have motivated EINSTEIN to have 
confidence in the principle of relativity without the partial support of 
the ~IC~[ELSON-)iORLEY experiment,  while that very lack of support would 
have sufficed, by his own admission, to assure the abandonment  of the 
principle <<without qualms>> by his colleagues. And our puzzlement is 
deepened by BERNARD JAI~FE'S report [Miehelson and the Speed of  Light, 
Garden City, New York, 1960, pp. 100-101] that in a letter to him, 
(<EINSTEIN expressed his debt to the American physicist [i. e., MICItELSON] 
in these words: 

<<It is no doubt that -~:[ICttELSON'S experimen~ was of considerable 
influence upon my work insofar as it s trengthened my conviction 
concerning the validity of the principle of the special theory of relativity. 
On the other side I was pretty much convinced of the validity of the 
principle before I did know this experiment and its result. In  any case, 
MICHELSON'S experiment removed practically any doubt about the validity 
of the principle in optics, and showed that a profound change of the basic 
concepts of physics was inevitable>>. 

In 1931, jus t  before the death of MIGHELSON, EINSTEII~ publicly 
attributed his theory to the experiment of ~IICI:IELSON >>. 

0ddly  enough, POLANYI quotes EINSTEI~'S passage about the non-  
detection of the ear th ' s  aether-motion jus t  after having declared that 
the outcome of the MICI-IEJ~SON-MORLEy experiment  Was <<on the basis 
of pure speculation, rationally intuited by EINSTEIN before he had ever 
heard about it >>. 

On this, my comments are the following. Suppose it were clear, which 
i t  is not by any means, that EINSTEIN'S frustrat ingly n0~-specific mention 
of attempts to confirm the ae the r  theory experimentally is to be explained 
by Professor H. S. FRANK'S suggestion and is thus consonant with 
POLAI~¥I'S discounting of the MICKELSON-MORLEY experiment.  Then we 
would still have to emphasize that this historical conjecture cannot be 

(e3) M. POLA~y~, op. cit., 1 o. ll. 
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used to vitiate an account of both the genesis and justification of scientific 
theory which has the following two characterist ics:  (t) while being 
empiricist, it is broad enough to accommodate the valid core of the 
KA~CTIA~ emphasis on the active, creative role of the scientific imagination 
in the postulational elaboration of hypothetico-deductive theories, and (2) 
by being empiricist, it avoids the notorious aprioristic pitfalls of classical 
rationalism, pitfalls on whose brink POLA~YI hovers (24)in the protective 
twilight of his thesis of the unspecifiability of fallible clues. Can the 
history of RT as conjectured by POLAN~f be validly adduced here to prove 
any more than the untenabili ty of a crudely empiricist MAc~I.~ or 
ARISTOTELIAN-THOMIST, abstractionist account of theory-construction as 
a mere codification of the results of experiments ? . A n d  is the untenabil i ty 
of the latter kind of account not fully recognized by any empiricist 
conception of scientific knowledge which incorporates the lesson of K A ~ ?  
Does such an empiricist conception not allow for the difference between 
knowing of an experimental  result in a narrow sense, on the one hand~ 
and speculatively assigning a wider significance to it, on the other? 

That the answer to the last two of these questions is indeed (<yes~ is 
indicated by a single chapter title in a book by an empiricist writer  whose 
views are presumably anathema to POLAN¥1: chapter  6 of REICItENBACH' S 

Rise of Scientific Philosophy is entitled (< The Twofold Nature of Classical 
Physics:  Its Empirical  and Its Rational Aspect.>> 

In  a further  attempt to document the fideist nature of allegiance to 
physical theories,  POLANYI refers to the scientific communi ty ' s  reception of 
D. C. ~ILLER'S reports of positive effects obtained by him in his repetitions 
of the MICHELSON-~OICL~Y experiment.  Thus, POLAN¥I cites the history of 
RT to maintain fur ther  that once the <~ rational >> appeal of the theory had 
captured the minds of the scientific community,  contrary evidence hardly 
acted as a check on its subsequent acceptance. But P O L A N Y I ' S  indictment 
scores only against those who mistakenly portray evidence-reports as not 
already theory-laden. For it is the false absolute dichotomy between theory 
and evidence which would prompt an uncritically hasty disoonfirmatory use 
of what is prima facie contrary evidence. As Du~E~ has emphasized, colla- 
teral hypotheses pertaining to the conditions of an experiment and to the 
laws of operation of its test equipment  are an essential ingredient in the 
logical fabric of disconfirmation. (,5) And thus there is a mutuali ty of accre- 
ditation between theory and evidence in virtue of the interpenetrat ion of the 

(u4) hi. POLAN¥I~ op. cir., 13. 15. 
(us) This is no~ ~o say that  DUHE~'s thesis of unavo idab ly  inconclus ive  fals if iahi l i ty 

of part  of an  explanans is correct : of. A. GRii~BAU~, ¢ The Duhemian  A r g u m e n t ,  ~ Philosophy 
of Svion¢e, 27 (1960}, pp. 75-87. 
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criteria of credibility which certify evidence as bona fide, on the one hand, 
and theory as evidentially warranted on the other. 

It was therefore hardly a case, as POLA~Y~ would have it, of simply 
ignoring negative evidence when adherents of RT surmised--correc t ly  as it 
seems to have turned out (26)_ that the conditions under which 3IILLEI¢ obtained 
his 'results were different from what he had supposed them to be. And there 
was also the inductively-reasonable suspicion that the CL]~V]~L_~D site at 
which ~[ILL]~R had obtained his aberrant results was not a terrestrial singu- 
larity in regard to delicate optical phenomena, since it had not proven to be 
a singularity with respect to other (coarse) physical phenomena. 

We must examine a final but essential point in POL~YI~s critique of 
the account given by philosophers of science of the relevance of the discovery 
of RT to an analysis of its epistemologieal foundations. POLA~¥I denies the 
legitimacy of the distinction between the psychology and the epistemology 
(logic) of discovery, a distinction which REIC~E~AO~ usefully termed as 
being between the <(context of discovery ,: and the << context of justification>>. 
Quoting H. ~m~LBE~'S statement that <<The gist of the scientific method 
is ... verification and proof, not discovery>>, POL~:z~ writes: (~Actually, philo- 
sophers deal ex~ensively with induction as a method of scientific discovery; 
but when they occasionally realize that this is not how discoveries are made, 
they dispose of the facts to which their theory fails to apply by relegating 
the~  to psychology~>. (~) Au(t while denying that he intends to discount com- 
pletely the role of experimental results in the genesis of acts of discovery (~), 
PoLANY:[ does make the following claims concerning the criteria by which 
bona fide scientific discoveries can legitimately be judged as such: 

<<Knowledge of the external world is in general acquired by relying 
on clues which cannot be fully identified. (~)... Scientific discoveries are 
likewise based on clues that are never fully specifiable. This may be called 
((intuition>> but I rarely use this term, for it is traditionally charged with 
the fallacious connotation of infallibility, which I do not wish to 
imply. (~o) ... A good problem is a passionate intimation of a hidden 
truth; (~) ... [ recognize the continued operation of these anticipatory powers 
in the verification of discovery and holding of knowledge. The scientist 's 
conviction of having arrived at some true knowledge is akin to the powers 
by which he recognises a problem. It is an anticipation of yet hidden truths, 

(z~) Cf. S~;~KLA~D, ~lc CUSKE" G L~O~n, and KU]~RTI, ReV. Modern Physics, 27, 167 (1955). 
W) I)OLA~, :PK, p. 1~ n. 1 
(es) :POLAS~=I, ~:Notes etc.,, p. 55. 
(~) Ibid., p. 53. 
(~o) Ibid., p. 5~. 
(si) Idem. 
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which in this case are expected to emerge in the uncer ta in  fu ture  as the 
unknown consequences of the t ru th  as known at present.  W h e n  we are told 
that frui t fulness is the character is t ic  of a tr~e discovery,  the actual  facts are 
obscured. For  it is absurd to suggest that we should recognise t ru[h by the 
weal th  of its still unknown future  consequences;  on the contrary,  our reco- 
gnition of a t rue  piece of knowledge is an anticipation of such unknown 
consequences,  and if we acknowledge that knowledge is r ightly held we sub- 
scribe to these anticipations. They  are an expression of the belief that true 
knowledge is an aspect of a h idden real i ty  which as such can yet reveal 
itself in an indeterminate  range of future  discoveries)>. (~) 

Given his aff i rmat ion of the unspeeif iabil i ty of clues and his admission 
of their  fallibility, this s tatement of POLA~YI's succeeds no more than his 
ear l ier  ones in providing a consistent art iculat ion of the epistemological attri- 
butes of a bona fide discovery as contrasted with those of an init ial ly 
plausible, passionately espoused but wholly abortive speculation. But in the 
absence of precisely such an articulation, what  is to be our verdict on his 
indictme~t of ~E~LBF~R~, REICI~ENBACK and others who do invoke the distin- 
ction between the psychology of the propounding of scientific hypotheses~ on 
the one hand, and the epistemological justification of ~hese hypotheses, on the 
other?  I t  can b e n o n e  other than that P o L ~ : ~ i ' s  indictment  is al together gra- 
tuitous. To repeat, the anticipations and commitments  of which  he speaks 
are init ial ly no less passionate in cases of hypotheses which t,lrn out to be 
untenable than in cases of theoretical conjectures  which are abundant ly  borne 
out by subsequent  evidence. And hence those of P o L ~ Y [ ' s  remarks  which 
are perceptive pertain not, as he believes, to scientific discovery;  instead, they  
do apply after all only to the psychology of the propounding of scientific 
speculations. For  what  is it that makes a hypothesis  true~ and what warrants  
the claim that a bona fide discovery has actual ly been made?  Surely it is 
not the fact that the scientist has committed himself  to {he as yet unknown 
and unverif ied anticipations flowing from the hypothesis!  When  mainta ining 
that frui tfulness is the test of a true discovery~ philosophers of science are 
not asserting, as  POLA~N¥I supposes incorrectly,  that we recognize t ruth  <by 
the weal th  of its still unknown consequences)>. Fru i t fu lnes  in the form of 
both available evidence a~d fu ture  corroborations is indeed the test of the 
t ruth of a hypothesis.  But we recognize the lat ter  t r u th  at a given time on 
the basis of supporting evidence then available, this recognition being under- 
stood to require  the cert if ication of credibil i ty instead of being const i tuted 
by some ineffable, thaumaturgica l  insight. 

We conclude against PoL_~¥I  that the phi losopher 's  relegation of the 

(~) /dam. 
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promptings of what turn out to be lucky hunches to the psychology of crea- 
tive work in science is not an example of the fallacy of ignoring negative 
instances. As well condemn the avowed neglect by the literary critic of 
~RIEDRIGH SGHILLER'S reported use of the smell of rotten apples as an aid 
to his writing of DIE GLOCKE. 

§ 3. Was the Aether-Theoretic Lorentz Fitzgerald Contraction Hypothesis 
Ad Hoe in the Logical or 0nly in the Psychological Sense] 

An auxiliary hypothesis, introduced in response to new evidence embar- 
rassing to an established theory, is ad hoc in the logical sense within the 
framework of the theory modified by it, if it does not, in principle, lend 
itself to any independent test whatever. Now suppose that a certain collateral 
hypothesis such as the aether-theoretic LOREh~TZ-~ITZ@ERALD contraction 
hypothesis is actually independently testable, at least in principle, but tha t  
its advocates fai l  to be aware of such testability and espouse it nonetheless. 
Clearly, the auxiliary hypothesis in question can then not be held to be 
logically ad hoc but can then be regarded as ad hoc only in the psychological 
sense. Nor the methodological culpability of those who espouse such an 
auxiliary hypothesis despite their own (mistaken!) belief that it is not inde- 
pendently testable cannot detract from the actual, purely logical independent 
testability o[ the hypothesis in the context of its theoretical framework. 
Thus, we must distinguish between the logical and psychological senses of 
being ad hoc, much as we distinguish between the logical property possessed 
by a mathematical proposition which is a theorem within a given axiom 
system and the psychological attribute of mathematicians who realize that 
the given proposition is indeed a theorem. The latter distinction invalidates 
the claim that a certain mathematical proposition cannot be a theorem in a 
given axiom system merely because all mathematicians are unaware  that the 
proposition is, in fact, provable. Analogously, it is a serious error to infer 
that the aether-theoretic LOREI#TZ-FITZGERALD contraction hypothesis is logi- 
cally ad hoo on the strength of having shown historically that its proponents 
were unable to envision an independent test of it. (~) There is widespread 
unawareness that the latter inference is not only a non-sequi tur  but also 
presents us with a demonstrably false conclusion. I shall therefore now show 

(~3) Precisely this error was eommitted recently in a paper by ~ .  DINGLE in The Bri- 
tish Journal  for the Philosophy of  Science, vol. 10, 1959, pp. 22,8.229. DINGL~ does adduce 
historical evidence which establishes the biographical fact that, in the case of LORE~TZ, the 
contraction hypothesis was psychologically ad hoc. 

Annali di Matematica 35 
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that the original LORENTZ-t~ITZ@ERALD contraction hypothesis  is not logically 
ad hoc in the context of th ,  aether theory. (~) 

A comparison of the reasoning underlying the KENNEDY-THORNDIKE 
exper iment  (~) wi ,h  the design of the 5I~CHELSON-MORLE~ exper iment  will 
serve to establish that the aelhor-iheoret ic  LORENTZ-FITZGERALD contraction 
hypo |hes is  (hereafter referred to as the L-F  hypothesis) did indeed have 
independent ly  falsifiable consequences  and th'~t it was, in fact, falsified by 
the null outcome of the KENNEDY-THORNDII/:E experiment.  Specifically, our 
analysis  will show tha, t (i) ahhouo, h the coupling of lhe L-F  hypothesis  with 
the classical aether  theory entails the null outcome produced b y  the )lIOnEL- 
SOn ~ORL:EY experiment ,  it does rule out the negative result  which was 
actual ly  yielded by  the KE~ED¥-Tt~OR~-DIKE experiment ,  and (ii) |he aelher 
theory as modified by the L -F  hypothesis  entails a positive outcome of the 
KENNEDY-TftORNDIKE exper iment  differing (tua~titatively h'om the positive 
result  required by the aether  theory without the L-F  hypothesis.  

The essential  difference between the apparatus  used in ~hese two expe- 
r iments  is the following: as measured by rods in lhe laboratory, the horizontal 
and vert ical  arms of the MICI~ELSON interferometer  used in the KENNED~-THO- 

R~DIKE exper iment  are not equal  but  are made as different in length as 
possible, so as to assure a considerable difference in the travel times of the 
two part ial  beams from the source to ~he point at which they recombine to 
produce interference fringes. On the o her  hand, the horizontal and vertical  
arms of the appara tus  used in the ~J[IcfIELSOI~-MORLEY exper iment  are each 
of the same length l as measured by  the rods in the laboratory.  

Accordingly, in the latter exper iment  the c lass ical ly-expected round trip 
times T~ and T~ for the vert ical  and horizontal arms are given respect ively by  

2l 21 1 
 ana rh V -v VI-y 

where c represents  the veloci ty of light, v the velocity of the appara tus  rela- 
v 

t ively to the aether, and ~-----. Now~ without a LOR~N~z-FITz(~Em~LD contrac- 
e 

tion hypothesis,  the initial time difference T h - - T ~  between the two partial  
light beams would be expected to change in the course of the rotation of 
the appara tus  through 90 ° in the ~ICHELSON-)/[ORLE¥ experiment.  And thus 

(s4} For my earlier discussion of this issue, containing also a detailed rebuttal of 
]=I. I:)INGIm'S views, see A. CTRiiN~AU~, The British Journal for the 2hilosophy of Science, 
eel. 10 (1959), pp 48-50; eel. 11. (19ti()), lop. 1~3-145; eel. 12 (August, 1961}, pp. 153-156. 

(~5) Cf. I~. J. K~NNED¥ and E. 1~[. THORNDIKE, ~hysical Review, 42, 400 (1932), and 
W. PA~0FSKY and M. I:)HILL~PS, Classical Electricity and Magnetism, Cambridge, 1955, p. 236. 
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a shift in the interference frino_'es corresponding to this change was anticipa- 
ted. But, once the aether theory is amended by  the introduction of the 
LO1~ENTZ FITZGERALD cot~traetion, the length l in the expression for Th 

must be replaced by the length I V l - - ~  2. As a consequence of the 
introduct ion of this auxi l iary  hypothesis,  Th becomes equal to T~ and the 
differencc be tween  the round trip times of the two part ial  beams becomes 
zero throughout  the )'[IC]=[ELSON-~[oRLEY experiment,  in conformity with its 
null result.  

It will be noted that the equal i ty  of the terrestrially-measured lengths of 
the two arms is a necessary condition for the constant vanishing of the dif- 
ference be tween  the two round trip times in the LORENTZ-~FITZGERALD account 
of the 3IICHELSON-MORLE¥ experiment.  But  precisely this necessary condition 
is not fulfi l led in the KENNEDY THORNDIKE exper iment  in which the ter. 
restrially-measured lengths of the vert ical  and horizontal arms have the 
unequal values L and l respectively.  Thus, upon assuming the Lorentz-Fitz- 
gerald contraetioJ~, the difference between the travel t imes of the two light 
beams of the KENNEDY-TKORNDIKE exper iment  is given by  

2L 2l 2 
- -  - -  - -  ( L  - -  1 ) .  

Ins tead of yanishing throughout  the expriment,  this time difference varies 
with the diurnal ly  and annual ly  changing velocity v of the appara tus  relati. 
r e ly  to the fixed ae|her.  )~[oreover, if we do not assume a LORE~TZ-I~ITZGE- 
RALD contraction, the difference between the two travel times of the KEN]~E- 
DY-TKORNDIKE exper iment  has the different value given by  

Tv--T = V _v " v l  - V_T_AT_  L V " 

And this difference is l ikewise a function of the d iurnal ly  and annual ly  
varying velocity v of the apparatus.  

Under  what  conditions can the changing t ime-difference called for by the 
L F modification of the aether  theory be expected to give rise to correspon- 
ding observable shifts in the interference fringe pa t t e rn?  On that theory, 
these fringe shifts should occur  if the clocks in the moving system are pre. 
sumed to have the same rates as the <(true>> clocks of the aether-system and 
if the frequency (period) of the light s o u r c e - - a s  measured by either the 
moving clocks or the aether-system c l o c k s - - d o e s  not itself depend upon the 
changing veloci ty of the appara tus  with respect  to the aether. But  since 
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KENNEDY and T~ORNDI]~]~ found that the expected fringe shifts faileil to 
materialize, the crucial question before us is whether the L=F hypothesis is 
falsified by this null result even though the positive result expected on the 
basis of the L-F form of the aeiher theory depended for its deduction also 
upon the assumption that the frequency of the light source is independent 
of its velocity through the aether. Hence we must inquire whether the null 
result of the KEN~NEDY-THORNDIKE experiment could be explained by denying 
the latter assumption of independence while preserving the L-F hypothesis, 
so that this hypothesis would then not be falsifiable by this experiment. 

Now, the denial of the assumption of independence could take either of 
the following two forms with a view to explaining the null result of KENNEDY 
and THORNDIKE while affirming the L-F hypothesis: 

(a) The velocity-dependent time difference T~ ~ Th given above, which 
can be expressed as 

T, - -  Ta ~ 2(L - -  l) 

does not give rise to fringe shifts, because the frequency of the moving 
source aces depend on its velocity through the aether as follows: both its 
frequency as determined by the clocks of the aether system and its frequency 
as measured by the clocks of the moving system, the latter of which we shall 
call the <<proper>> frequency for brevity, are reduced by a factor of V 1 -  ~2 
as compared to the frequency that would be measured in the aether system, 
if the moving source came to rest there. Accordingly, an observational conse- 
quence of this way of denying the independence of the frequency from the 
velocity is that the proper frequency of the moving source would vary with 
its velocity v (and hence with ~). 

(b) The velocity-dependence of the time-difference T~-- Th given under 
(a) does not issue in a fringe shift, because there is also the following com- 
pensatory velocity-dependence: both the frequency of the source, as measu- 
red by the aether-system clocks, and the rate of the clocks in the moving 
system, as compared to the clocks in the aether system, are reduced by a factor 
of % / I -  ~2. Thus, the proper frequency is now independent of the velocity 
of the source, and the values of the r0und-trip times as measured in the 
moving system are given by the quantities 

T'~ --  2L__ and T ' h  --" __21 
0 G 

which are independent of ~. 
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We are now ready to state the grounds for a unique choice of the third 
from among the following three rival interpretations of the null result of the 
KENNEDY-THORNDIKE experiment : 

(i) The L-F hypothesis is confirmed and the observable proper frequency 
of the moving source varies with its velocity, 

(it) The L-F contraction and  the << time-dilation>> (or (~ dilatation>> i. e., 
reduction of the rate of the moving clocks) operate together while the proper 
frequency of the source is constant, and hence the compound auxiliary hypo- 
thesis comprising both the L-F contraction and the time-dilation is 
confirmed, 

(iii) The L-F contraction hypothesis is falsified by the outcome of the 
KENNEDY-THORNDIKE experiment in the sense of being (highly) disconfirmed. 
And since the KENNEDY-THORNDIKE experiment constitutes a test which is 
independent of the ~¢[IOHELSON-~.[ORLEY experiment, the former experiment 
shows that the espousal of the L-F hypothesis in response to the negative 
result Of the MICHELSON-I~[ORLE¥ experiment Was not logically ad hoc, 
although it happened to have been psychologically ad hoe. 

The first interpretation is to be rejected: its claim that the observable 
proper frequency of the moving source varies with the velocity is testable 
apart from the KENNEDY-TI~ORNDIKE experiment and has been found to be 
false by separate empirical evidence. The issue is therefore whether the fact 
that interpretation (it) is consistent with the null outcome of the KENNED¥- 
THORNDIKE experiment renders (it) a ~nethodologieally acceptable interpretation 
and inductively a legitimate alternative to interpretation (iii). That (it) does 
not, however, pass muster at all methodologically and hence cannot qualify 
as a rival to (iii) emerges from the fact that the co+~bined auxiliary hypothe- 
sis affirming both the L-F contraction and  the time-dilation is plainly ad hoc 
by not lending itself to any independent test whatever. Hence, despite its 
compatibility with observational findings, methodological grounds pl:ompt us 
to reject the doubly-amended variant of the aether theory offered by (it). 
And it is now apparent that the attempt to endorse interpretation (i t) in order 
to rescue the L-F hypothesis from the refutation which is claimed by inter- 
pretation (iii) founders on the following fact: (it) succeeds in preserving the 
L-F hypothesis from refutation by the null outcome of the KENNEDY T~ORN- 
DIKE experiment only by dint of incorporating~that hypothesis in an augmen- 
ted auxiliary hypothesis which is indeed logically ad hoc. 

We have shown, therefore, that instead of being logically ad hoc, ttm L-F 
hypothesis has a falsifiable bearing on the outcome of the KENNEDY-THORN- 
DIKE experiment, an experiment which could have detected any existing 
velocity of the apparatus relatively to the aether even on the assumption of 
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a L-F  contraction. And we note that the invalidation by  the KEl~'57EDY-THo- 
~DI~:E exper iment  of the charge that the L F hypothesis  is logically ad hoc 
is internal to lhe aether theory: this invalidation no more depends logically 
on the avai labi l i ty  of the special theory of relat ivi ty  than does the refutat ion 
of the original aether  theory by  the null outcome of the )II¢~E~.SOh- ~IORLEY 
experiment.  

In addition to the ]~ENNEDY-TfloR~DIKE experiment,  the following expe- 
r iment  suggested by  C. MOLLER and others qualifies as a test of the L-F  
contract ion within the f ramework  of pro-relativistic conceptions:  al though a 
terrestrial observer could not detect a L-F  contraction in a MI¢~ELSO~-5~[OR- 
LEY experiment,  ,<an observer  at rest in the aether  outside the earth would, 
however,  in principl% be able to observe the shortening and he would find 
the earth and all objects on the earth contracted in the direction of motion 
of the earth >>. (~) 

§ 4. Phi losophical  ~ a s t e r y  of  RT As A Safeguard and Correct ive Against  
His tor ica l  Er rors  In  Accounts of  I t s  Genesis. 

W e  saw that the his tory of RT (or of science generally), i n addition to 
its intrinsic interest, c~n contr ibute to the provision of an epistemological  
~nalysis of RT (or of science). But  it must be emphasized that no historical ly 
correct, let alone il luminating, account  of the genesis of RT can be furnished 
without  a thorough prior comprehension of the philosophical conceptions un- 
derlying that theory and dist inguishing it from its ancestors. T h e  capaci ty of 
philosophical mastery of RT to preclude kistorical ly unsound assessments  of 
the contr ibut ions to it made by EInStEIn'  s precursors  (LO~E~TZ, PoI~CA~t~, FITZ- 
GERALD, LAR~5OR, VOIGT et a l . ) c a n  be well  i l lustrated by  a considerat ion 
of the role of philosophical  blunders  in conferr ing plausibi l i ty  on E. T. WI~I~- 
TAKER'S disparaging estimate of EINSTEIN'S contr ibution to RT. 

Entit l ing his chapter  on the history of the development  of RT, ((The Re- 
la t ivi ty  Theory of POINCAt¢]~ and LORENTZ >>, E. T. WItITTAI(ER gives the fol- 
lowing deprecia tory  evaluation of EI~STEI~"S role in the genesis of RT:  (~7) 
<<In the au tumn of the same year  (1905), ... EI~STEI~ published a paper which 
set forth the relat ivi ty theory of POINGAn]~ and LORE~z  with some amplifL- 

(~) C. M~LLEI~, T h e  T h e o r y  ol ~ Relativity, Oxford, 1952, p. 29. For a discussion of the 
important differences between ~he pre-relativistic and the relalivistic conceptions of lhe status 
of any contraction disclosed by the extra-'errestrial experiment suggested here by M~LLER, 
Cf. ~I. I:{,EICHE~NBACH, The Philosophy of Space and l~i~e, :New York; 1958, § 31, and 
A. @Rii~BAU~, <,L~E~, pp. 419-420. 

(37) E. T. ~VHITTA](ER, A History of the Theories o[ Aether and Electricity, ~'ew York 
1953~ rot. 2, p. 40. 
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cations, and which attracted much attention . . . .  In this paper  EI~'STEIN gave 
the modifications which must now be introduced into the formulas for aber- 
ration and the Doppler  effect>>. This historical  assessment  of the range of 
EINSq:E~ST'S originali ty and of the magni tude of his contr ibut ion to RT derives 
at least  its pIausibi l i ty  (even if perhaps not its inspiration) from WltITWA- 
JS:ER'S philosophically incorrect conception of Einstein's interpretation of the 
LORENTZ transformations.  For, as I have shown in some detail elsewhere, (38) 
WI4IT~AI~]~a committed grievous logical errors as follows: (i) he failed to be 
cognizant of EZNSTEIN'S philosophical repudiation of the LORENTZ-LAR~OR- 
POINCAR~ distinction be tween  <~ true )> and <(spurious >7 (apparent,  local) t imes 
and lengths, a repudiat ion which renders  EINSTEIN an authentic  conceptual  
revolut ionary of genius in this respect,  and correlat ively (it)W~II~J~AI<ER made 
no al lowance at all for the crucial  logical differences be tween the pre-Ein- 
steinian and Einsteinian conceptions of the status of any extraterrestr ia l ]y  
observed contraction of a rod moving with the earth and pointing in the 
direction of the la t te r ' s  motion. 

Thus, only philosophical awareness of the fact that EINSTEIN'S conception 
of the L O a E ~ Z  transformations is not to be construed along the modified 
aether  theoretic lines of LOREXa:Z and POINCAI~£ makes possible the discernment  
of the mistake in WI=II~AKEa'S treatment of RT. 

It  is instructive,  therefore, to examine the recent appraisal  of WI-II~- 
~AKEa'S treatment  of the history of RT given by G. HOL~ON as part  of 
HOLTON:S endeavor  to sustain the following thesis of his: (<it is through the 
dispassionate examinat ion of historically valid cases that we can best become 
aware of the preconcept ions which underlie all philosophical  study>>. (89) 

Prepara tory  to an evaluat ion of E. T. W~I~MCER'S account  of the gene- 
sis of EINSTEIN'S ideas on RT, HOL~oN invokes a generalized form of BoHR's  
principle of complementar i ty  as a suggestive (though not prescriptive) analogy 
for dealing with conflicting historical  reports  of matters  other than dates and 
places. Specifically,  HOL~O~" presents  his evaluation of WHITTAKER' S t reatment  
as a concrete  i l lustrat ion of the following maxim of historical  inqui ry  cham- 
pioned by  HOLTON : (~o) (< On larger and more quali tat ive questions (for example,  
the acceptance of tile theory) one can profi tably adopt the at t i tude that evi- 
dence obtained by biographical  research under  different  points of view cannot 
be comprehended within a single picture, but  must  be regarded as comple- 
mentary  in the sense that only the totality of the presentations exhausts the 
possible information about the subject. This wiI1 be recognized as closely ana- 

(ss) Cf. C~,tiN~AU~, LFR, § 5, pp. 418.:425. 
(39} HOLTON, Op. cit., p. 636. 
(40) Ibid., p. 633. 
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logous to one part  of the complete s tatement  of the complementar i ty  princi- 
ple in physics.  (~) To look for an <(independent>> view in qual i ta t ive matters  
in any other way  is l ikely to lead one to take merely  a position equidis tant  
be tween all others, or be tween the ¢isms>> that motivate theme>. 

Of course, to unders tand what  factors did induce different  interpreters  
to give conflict ing accounts  of the history of RT and of the significance of 
the conceptual  and physical  innovations wrought  by EINSTEIN'S RT, one 
must  indeed take account  of their prior intel lectual  loyalties and preconcep. 
tions. In this limited sense, a sui tably guarded use of the eclecticism espou- 
sed by  HOLTON may be fruitful  in the utilization of source materials,  and 
HOLTON employs it validly and enlighteningly, when he wri tes :  

~ the commentar ies  on the historical origins of the theory of relat ivi ty have 
tended to fall into two classes, each having dist inguished proponents :  the 
one views it as a mutant,  a sharp break  with respect  to the work of the im- 
mediate predecessors  of EINSTEIN; the other,~regards it as an elaboration of 
then current  work, e. g ,  by  LOREN~rZ and POINCARE. 

To my mind, the Einsteinian innovation is understood best by  superpo- 
sition of both views, by seeing the discont inui ty  of methodological  orientation 
within an his torical ly cont inuous scientific development.  (42) (~,) ... while it is 
usual ly  stressed that EINSTEIN challenged Newtonian physics in fundamental  
ways, the equal ly  correct but  neglected point is the number  of methodologi- 
cal correspondences with earlier classics, for example, with the Principia)>. (44) 

But HOLTON is not content to say that in some respects, EINSTEIN'S t~T 
consti tutes a radical depar ture  from its predecessors  while in others it repre- 
sents an elaboration or even resuscit~ttion of earlier conceptions. The latter histo- 
rical characterizat ion of RT employs logical devices whose conceptual  edge 
is blunted ra ther  than sharpened by HOLTON's injection of the BOItRIaN 
complementar is t  analogy into his plea for eclecticism. For  what  EINSTEIN 
did in fact think at any given time, even if it was internal ly  inconsistent,  is 
whol ly  independent  of the rival retrospect ives of historians of RT, contrary 
to HOLTON'S analogy wi th  the quan tum mec, hanical  sys le~.  Thus, by  
present ing his advocacy of eclecticism in the garb of historical comple- 
mentarism, ttOLTON presents  us with an eclecticism so unbridled as to 
be a license for making genuinely contradictory claims about  the content 
of EINSTEIN'S thought processes at a given time. That I-IOLTON'S analogy 
must be deemed obfuscatory,  instead of suggestive, along with most 

(4t) ~ I employ it here as a suggestive, though not prescriptive, analogy >,. 
(42) ~ G-. HOLTO~, IX  Congreso I+~ternacional de Historia de las Ciencias, Guiones de gas 

Comunicaciones (Barcelona-SIadrid, 1959), Vol. II., p. 41,. 
(4a) G-. HOLTON, cOn the Origins of the Special Theory of Relativ:ity ~>, op. cir., p. 628. 
(44) Ibid., pp. 630-63I. 
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earlier attempts to extend quantum mechanical complementarity proper to 
other domains, (45) becomes clear from the following fact. Invoking his 
appraisal of WHITTAKER'S treatment, HOLTON regards it as amiss to 
inquire, independently of the conflicting perspectives of historians of RT, 
what philosophical conceptions actually did guide EINSTEIN when he 
developed RT, these conceptions allegedly not being comprehensible <<within 
a single picture)>. And the r e a s o n  HOLTON gives for this conclusion is 
not that EINSTEIN'S ,philosophical outlook was beset by internal inconsis- 
tencies, but rather the following (46): <<a second problem involving 
divergent or contradictory views concerning a scientist 's work ... is 
generated not by internal changes or conflicts, but by external ones. I 
can discuss this in the briefest way by pointing to the question of what 
one is to do with biographical works which are not in agreement>). And 
t h e n  I~OLTON makes the previously quoted recommendation of our adoption 
of a complementarist attitude toward incompatible historical accounts• 

Thus, the lack of agreement among historians of R T  about what EINSTEIN 
did ac tua l ly  think inspires HOLTON to conceive of the historical task 
as follows: ErNSTEIN'S thoughts or conceptions are the counterpart of 
the quantum mechanical system to be characterized, while the students 
of E INSTEIN 'S  work play the role of the measuring devices  securing 
observational information concerning the quantum mechanical system, and 
otherwise logically incompatible accounts of the development of RT 
cease to be so in virtue of being affirmed only in the context of mutually 
exclusive perspectives. 

That the acceptance of HOLTON~S recommendation of complementarism 
is productive of error and confusion rather than of catholicity of under- 
standing, as he supposes, is shown clearly, it seems to me, by the incorrect 
verdic'~ which it yields in regard to the. merits of W~ITTAKErt'S assessment 
of EINSTEIN'S role in the development of RT. There can be no doubt 
that ~VI=[ITTAKER'S disparaging estimate of the magnitude of EINSTEIN'S 
contribution to RT will be fully justified in the mind of someone who 
supposes incorrectly with ~VHITTAKER that EINSTEIN construed the LORENTZ 
transformations along the aether-theoretic lines of LORENTZ and ]?OINCAR]~, 
these precursors having employed the non-Einsteinian distinctions between 
<< true ~> and << local >> times and between << real >> and << apparent >> lengths. 
But it is nonetheless a fact that W~TTAKEr~ reached a wholly false 
historical estimate of the range of EI~'STEIN ' s  originality. Nor can 

(45) Fo r  a detai led statement of my criticisms of these earl ier  attempt% see A. G-Rti~]~AU~ 
Complementari ty  in Quantum Physics  and its Philosophical  G-eneralization~, The Journal 

of Philosophy 54, 1957, pp. 713.727. 
(4~) Ibid., p. 632. 
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WHITTAKER'S jus t i f icat ion of his view to himself  mitigate the philosophical  
incorrectness  of his conception of EINStEIn'S interpretat ion of the LOREN~Z 
transformations.  And while our awareness  of the logical and perhaps 
psychological  source of WHITTA~:ER'S historical error fournishes us with 
its cause, there can be no quest ion of some kind of complementar is t  
jus t i f i ca~on  of it. Does HOLTON himse l f  not appeal  tacit ly to an objectivist  
ra ther  than a complementar is t  conception of the historical task in the 
following correct declarat ion of his, made by  him ~t propos of ~V]~I~TAKEa'S 
phrase <~ the relat ivi ty  theory of PoI~c~R]~ and LORENTZ >>, and saying (47): 
<<in a crucial  sense LORENTZ'S paper  was of course not on the relat ivi ty 
theory as we unders tand the term since EINSTEIN)? 

(47) Ibid., p. 636. 


